Introduction
============

NG2 cells, also called polydendrocytes, are a resident population of glial cells in the central nervous system (CNS) with distinct morphological and physiological characteristics ([@b25]; [@b86]; [@b87]; [@b100]). Currently they are defined as cells in the CNS parenchyma that express the NG2 chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan (CSPG4) and the alpha receptor for platelet-derived growth factor (PDGFRα) ([@b138]; [@b88]). In the mature CNS, NG2 cells are uniformly distributed in gray and white matter and are the major proliferative cell population outside the neurogenic regions of the subventricular zone (SVZ) and the hippocampus ([@b26]). Their most well established role is to produce oligodendrocytes ([@b134],[@b136]), and thus they are also commonly referred to as oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs). While this is likely their primary function, other properties that are seemingly unrelated to their oligodendrogliogenic function have been described. These include their ability to generate astrocytes in some regions ([@b134],[@b136]) and the intriguing observation that they receive neuronal synaptic inputs ([@b13]). Furthermore, some NG2 cells are likely to remain as NG2 cells without differentiating into oligodendrocytes. Consensus on the name and definition of the NG2 cell population has not been reached, and this could be partly due to the conceptual difficulty in attributing these diverse functions to a single cellular entity. Therefore, it is important to determine how divergent or related their seemingly disparate properties are in order to clearly define this population and understand their role in the CNS under physiological and pathological conditions.

NG2 cells maintain a resident population by self-renewal while continuously producing oligodendrocytes throughout life. Their proliferative rates change across development and different brain regions ([@b26]; [@b96]; [@b112]; [@b131]) and correlate with the rate of oligodendrocyte production ([@b28]; [@b55]; [@b101]; [@b135]). Myelinating oligodendrocytes that are generated from NG2 cells provide support and maintenance for axons in addition to dramatically increasing the speed of action potential conduction ([@b33]; [@b83]). Therefore differences in NG2 cell function are intimately associated with differences in neuronal function, connectivity and survival. Deviation from the normal density of myelinating oligodendrocytes can result in severe functional deficit, and oligodendrocyte density is maintained constant under exquisitely tight control. Exactly how an NG2 cell makes the decision to self-renew or terminally differentiate into an oligodendrocyte at the appropriate time and place remains unknown. This article will first examine recent findings on the heterogeneity of the origin of NG2 cells and the age- and region-dependent differences in their proliferation and differentiation. This will be followed by a discussion on how neuronal activity and behavioral changes dynamically affect NG2 cells, oligodendrocytes, and myelin.

Heterogeneity in the Origin of NG2 Cells
----------------------------------------

In the rodent CNS, NG2 cells first arise from discrete loci in the ventral germinal zone during mid-gestation. In the spinal cord, they emerge between E12.5 and E14.5 from the pMN domain defined by the expression of the basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor Olig2 induced by the ventral morphogen Sonic hedgehog as well as from the ventrally adjacent p3 domain defined by the homeodomain transcription factor Nkx2.2. A few days later, additional NG2 cells are generated from the dorsal germinal zone and contribute to approximately 10% of NG2 cells in the myelencephalon ([@b51]; [@b105]; [@b127]). In the developing forebrain, NG2 cells also appear sequentially from different domains, initially from the ventral germinal zones of the medial and lateral ganglionic eminences defined by the transcription factors Nkx2.1 and Gsh2, respectively ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, purple and blue), followed by the dorsal ventricular zone defined by Emx1 that begins to generate NG2 cells perinatally ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, green; [@b57]; [@b104]). In addition to dorsoventral patterning, the rostrocaudal identity of the cellular source is defined by the Hox genes and is transmitted to the progeny by epigenetically established chromatin domains ([@b79]; [@b93]).

![Heterogeneous origin and fate of NG2 cells in the forebrain. During mid-gestation, NG2 cells in the forebrain are generated from the ventral germinal zones of medial and lateral ganglionic eminences (MGE (purple) and LGE (blue), respectively) defined by the transcriptional factors Nkx2.1 and Gsh2, respectively. The LGE-derived cells expand and constitute the majority of NG2 cells in the subpallial forebrain but also migrate dorsally to populate the corpus callosum and to a lesser extent the neocortex. Subsequently, from late embryonic stages to early postnatal period, additional NG2 cells are generated from the dorsal VZ defined by the Emx1 transcriptional factor (Emx1, green). After the VZ has ceased to produce new neurons and glia, a minor population of NG2 cells is generated from the SVZ (red). NG2 cells produced from all of these sources are capable of generating oligodendrocytes. In addition, those from the ventral germinal zones differentiate into protoplasmic astrocytes, constituting up to 40% of the protoplasmic astrocytes in the ventral posterior gray matter of the forebrain. It is not yet known whether the astrogliogenic NG2 cells originate in MGE or LGE or both. As soon as NG2 cells exit the germinal zone, they acquire one or more processes, thus already exhibiting the polydendrocytic morphology from as early as mid-embryonic stages.](glia0062-1195-f1){#fig01}

After the cells exit the germinal zones, they acquire NG2 expression and process-bearing morphology (and hence become bona fide polydendrocytes) as they proliferate and migrate to fill the entire parenchyma. The extent to which NG2 cells from different sources become intermingled varies in different regions ([@b119]). In the forebrain, NG2 cells in the corpus callosum comprise a mixed population of cells derived from the ventral dorsal domains, while the majority of NG2 cells in the neocortex are derived from the dorsal domain. However, even in the neocortex the NG2 cell population is not entirely homogeneous, and a significant number of ventrally derived cells coexist with the dorsally derived cells ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}; see also [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} in [@b119]). Later in postnatal life, additional NG2 cells are also generated from the SVZ of the lateral ventricles ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, red), which contains neural stem cells as well as transit amplifying progenitor cells (Menn et al., 2006). There appears to be heterogeneity within the SVZ, where NG2 cells are generated primarily from the dorsal wall and do not share the lineage with neuronal cells ([@b90]). The SVZ-derived cells may constitute a minority of NG2 cells in the dorsal forebrain, where the population is mostly maintained by local proliferation of existing NG2 cells ([@b52]).

![Different functional outcomes from heterogeneous properties of NG2 cells between gray and white matter. Top: Cell intrinsic differences between gray and white matter NG2 cells. The more oxidized state of white matter NG2 cells could lead to increased PI3K signal or PDGFRα activation (left). White matter NG2 cells are also reported to be more depolarized and thus may have higher intracellular calcium concentrations. Middle: Differences in the ability of gray and white matter NG2 cells to sense their environment. Even in the presence of similar amounts of extracellular PDGF and cell surface PDGFRα, NG2 cells in white matter may undergo greater PDGFRα activation due to differences in receptor activation mechanisms. Bottom: The cell intrinsic and cell surface mechanisms shown above will define the specific outcomes that are detected as differences in the rate of proliferation and oligodendrocyte differentiation between gray and white matter NG2 cells.](glia0062-1195-f2){#fig02}

Functional differences have not yet been detected postnatally among NG2 cells and oligodendrocytes that originate from different developmental sources. NG2 cells or mature oligodendrocytes derived from ventral and dorsal germinal zones exhibited similar basal proliferation rates, cell cycle times, and passive membrane properties, and there were no statistically significant differences in their response to GABA and glutamate ([@b96]; [@b119]). However, there seemed to be tract preferences in the dorsal funiculus of the spinal cord for myelination by dorsally and ventrally derived oligodendrocytes ([@b119]). Whether these differences reflect the timing of their birth or genetic differences that arise from the site of origin remains unknown. Interestingly, a recent study on the development of GABAergic neurons in the forebrain revealed differences in glutamate receptor subunit composition and calcium permeation between interneurons derived from medial and caudal ganglionic eminences ([@b78]), suggesting that embryonic cellular origin defined by specific transcription factor codes could similarly affect the behavior of NG2 cells such as their calcium response to glutamate. Additional studies may uncover subtle but functionally significant differences in NG2 cells originating from different germinal zones in the telencephalon or between NG2 cells in different rostrocaudal locations.

Heterogeneity in Proliferation of NG2 Cells
-------------------------------------------

### Age- and Region-Dependent Differences in Cell Cycle Times

Reports on regional differences in NG2 cell proliferation generally show greater basal proliferation rates in white matter compared with gray matter, and proliferation rates decline with age. For example, 2-hour pulse labeling of 3-month-old rats with 5-bromo-2\'-deoxyuridine (BrdU) revealed that the BrdU labeling index of NG2 cells was greater in the corpus callosum (4%) than in the neocortex (∼1%) ([@b26]), although the BrdU labeling indices in such pulse-labeling studies are influenced by differences in the duration of S-phase or cell cycle time. Using cumulative BrdU labeling in mice, the growth fraction of NG2 cells was initially calculated to be around 50% ([@b96]), while more recent reports suggest that it is greater than 98% ([@b55]; [@b131]). Contrary to the previous speculation that NG2 cells represent a heterogeneous population comprised of proliferative and postmitotic cells (Hermann et al., 2010), these findings suggest that NG2 cells are equivalent in that none have irreversibly exited the cell cycle, although caution is needed when interpreting the results of these long-term BrdU labeling studies, which could be skewed by events such as cell death, differentiation and cell cycle re-entry. Nevertheless, there are irrefutable regional and age-dependent differences in the cell cycle times of NG2 cells. The cell cycle time lengthens dramatically in the developing CNS, from approximately 6 h at E13.5 immediately after their emergence from the myelencephalic ventricular zone to about 24 h around the time of birth ([@b19]). It continues to increase during postnatal development, reaching 10 to 36 days by postnatal day 60 (P60), depending on the anatomical region ([@b131]) and can be as long as 170 days in the neocortex of 18-month-old mice ([@b96]).

The regional difference in the cell cycle times of NG2 cells becomes more pronounced with postnatal age ([@b96]; [@b112]; [@b131]). For example, the cell cycle time in P21 mice is 2.7 days in the corpus callosum and 18.6 days in the neocortex ([@b131]), while in younger mice at P6, prior to the onset of myelination, the cell cycle times are similar at 1.7 days in the corpus callosum and 2 days in the neocortex ([@b96]). The Young study also shows that cell cycle times can vary in different white matter tracts such as the optic nerve (7.6 days at P21) and spinal cord (4.4 days at P21). An earlier study by Horner et al. (2000) showed that within the white matter of the spinal cord, the outermost subpial region exhibited greater NG2 cell proliferation than the more central white matter regions. While these estimates represent average cell cycle times, it is likely that within a given anatomical region at a given age, there is a high degree of variability of cell cycle times among individual NG2 cells. This is suggested by *in vivo* cluster analysis in which a low level of Cre induced in NG2creER or PDGFRα-creER mice crossed to Cre reporter mice led to a significant variability in the size of the reporter+ clones after a survival period of 60 to 80 days ([@b55]; [@b135]), as well as in earlier analyses of clonal size after retroviral labeling of progenitor cells in the SVZ ([@b68]; [@b69]), which demonstrated that while the majority of the clones in the rat neocortex underwent expansion during the first month after birth, a few clones continued to expand beyond 3 months of age. Furthermore, a recent study suggested that in addition to variability in the size of single NG2 cell clones, there is massive clonal expansion of NG2 cells in adult brain, providing further evidence for age-dependent differences in cell cycle and proliferation rates ([@b41]). It will be interesting to determine whether slowly proliferative stem cell-like NG2 cells co-exist with more rapidly cycling amplifying cells within the same micro-region and how the local microenvironment might influence these properties.

### Extracellular Mechanisms of Regional Heterogeneity in NG2 Cell Proliferation

Numerous extrinsic signals have been identified that can influence NG2 cell proliferation. These include secreted paracrine factors such as growth factors (reviewed in [@b36]) and neurotransmitters; cell surface and extracellular matrix molecules such as laminin on axonal surface ([@b6],[@b5]; [@b24]); and biophysical mechanisms resulting from axon-NG2 cell interactions ([@b66]; [@b103]). Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) is one of the best characterized molecules that is secreted from neurons and astrocytes and stimulates NG2 cell proliferation ([@b89]; [@b97]; [@b99]). The AA homodimer of PDGF (PDGF-AA) is used as the standard supplement in the proliferative medium for dissociated cultures of NG2 cells. The importance of this growth factor *in vivo* was demonstrated by severe depletion of NG2 cells and subsequent hypomyelination in mice that lack the gene encoding PDGF A subunit (PDGF-A) but not PDGF-B ([@b37]). Conversely, transgenic overexpression of PDGF-A caused an increase in NG2 cell proliferation and density throughout the embryonic and early postnatal spinal cord ([@b19]).

A new study using organotypic slice cultures demonstrated that the proliferative response of NG2 cells to PDGF is significantly greater in the white matter tracts of the corpus callosum and cerebellum compared with that in adjacent gray matter regions ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}; [@b50]). While NG2 cells in white matter proliferated in a dose-dependent manner to PDGF-AA, NG2 cells in gray matter did not proliferate even in the presence of\>50 ng/mL of PDGF-AA. This was rather surprising, given that PDGF-AA is used in proliferative medium, even for culturing "neocortical NG2 cells," and that PDGFRα is widely known to be expressed by NG2 cells in both gray and white matter. Heterotopic cross-transplantation in slice cultures or isolated explant cultures of 300 µm^3^ pieces of gray or white matter tissue suggested that the differential proliferative response to PDGF was intrinsic to the tissue of origin. Since no significant difference in the intracellular signal transduction pathways was found between gray and white matter NG2 cells, the difference might be attributed to the immediate pericellular microenvironment. One possibility is that gray matter expresses saturating amounts of PDGF, thereby desensitizing the receptor. It is interesting to note that an earlier in situ hybridization study revealed a greater signal for PDGF-A transcript in the gray matter of E15.5 spinal cord than in the white matter ([@b19]), although overexpression of PDGF-A in embryonic neurons led to a generalized increase in NG2 cells throughout the spinal cord. Since there are no reports showing detectable differences in PDGFRα expression between gray and white matter NG2 cells ([@b50]; [@b88]; [@b95]), it is likely that the difference stems from differences in the mechanisms of receptor activation ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), possibly mediated by extracellular matrix ([@b6]) or soluble paracrine factors such as the astrocyte-derived chemokine CXCL1 (GRO1), which has been shown to potentiate the effect of PDGF on NG2 cells from the spinal cord ([@b102]; [@b128]). These pericellular factors could provide a precise local regulation of NG2 cell proliferation.

It is possible that in white matter regions, activity-dependent release of molecules such as PDGF (from neurons and/or astrocytes) instruct white matter NG2 cells to proliferate and differentiate into oligodendrocytes to myelinate electrically active axons (see Discussion below) ([@b8]; [@b27]). In gray matter regions, however, PDGF may not play the same role in instructing gray matter NG2 cells to proliferate and differentiate. The difference in the proliferative behavior of NG2 cells in different CNS regions could also reflect regional differences in astrocyte function, such as their ability to sense neuronal activity (see below) or their general secretory mechanism. In addition to astrocytes, regional differences in microglia may lead to divergent behaviors in NG2 cells (see below). Finally, the newly emerging concept of the neurovascular niche has been broadened to include interactions between cerebrovascular endothelial cells and oligodendrocyte lineage cells ([@b81]). Thus the proximity to and association with vascular components may promote their proliferative behavior, as seen for juxtavascular astrocytes in response to injury ([@b4]).

### Cell Intrinsic Mechanisms of Regional Heterogeneity in NG2 Cell Proliferation

Among the intracellular signaling pathways activated by receptor tyrosine kinases such as PDGFRα, the Ras-Mitogen-activated kinase (MAPK) pathway plays a major role in cell proliferation ([@b2]). Surprisingly, slice culture studies and *in vivo* studies using mice lacking the extracellular receptor kinases 1 and 2 (ERK1/2) indicate that the MAPK pathway is not the primary signal transduction pathway that mediates proliferation of NG2 cells ([@b39]; [@b50]; [@b54]), although this pathway is critical for oligodendrocyte differentiation. The slice culture studies suggest that both basal and PDGF-induced NG2 cell proliferation is mediated by a combination of phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K) and the canonical Wnt signaling pathways ([@b50]), consistent with previous reports on NG2 cell proliferation in dissociated culture ([@b6]; Chew et al., 2011; [@b31]). There is no evidence to suggest that these intracellular signal transduction pathways are differentially activated in NG2 cells in different CNS regions. While the exact nature of the cell intrinsic differences that endow NG2 cells in white matter with greater proliferative ability remains unknown, we describe here the resting membrane potential and redox state as two possible cell intrinsic mechanisms that could mediate regional differences in NG2 cell proliferation ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}).

Resting Membrane Potential
--------------------------

Reports have suggested that potassium channel currents (both voltage-gated Kv1 and inward rectifying Kir) and resting membrane potentials differ between gray and white matter NG2 cells [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, ([@b22]). PDGF exposure can stimulate the expression of voltage gated Kv1.3 potassium channels by NG2 cells and over-expressing Kv1.3 and Kv1.4 subunits results in increased NG2 cell proliferation even in the absence of mitogens such as PDGF ([@b23]; [@b120]). If white matter NG2 cells express more Kv1.3 or Kv1.4 channels or if these channels are more active, then the ability of white matter NG2 cells to proliferate may be enhanced.

The inwardly rectifying potassium channel Kir4.1 is important for setting resting membrane potential in a variety of cells types and plays a role in potassium buffering by astrocytes ([@b29]; [@b84]). Kir channels are expressed by [@b22]) reported larger Kir currents and more hyperpolarized resting membrane potentials in neocortical NG2 cells compared with those in the corpus callosum. By contrast, [@b15]) found no differences in membrane potential between gray and white matter regions. The differences may reflect slightly different stages of differentiation of the cells from which recordings were obtained. Regardless, Kir4.1 knockout animals display a marked hypomyelinating phenotype and do not survive past the third or fourth postnatal week ([@b29]; [@b85]). Furthermore, NG2 cells isolated from these animals exhibit depolarized membrane potentials and immature morphology while neurons appear relatively normal ([@b85]). These data suggest that Kir4.1 channels might regulate the differentiation of NG2 cells into myelinating oligodendrocytes. If there are indeed differential Kir currents between NG2 cells in the neocortex and corpus callosum these variations could account for the differences in functional properties. Although it is not exactly clear how Kir currents could influence NG2 cell proliferation and differentiation, a correlation between membrane potential and the proliferative status has been seen in various progenitor populations ([@b16]; [@b117]).

Redox State
-----------

Intracellular redox state has been shown to influence the balance between self-renewal and differentiation in stem cell populations ([@b123]). In neural stem cells (NSCs) in the SVZ, elevated reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated by NADPH-oxidase (NOX) favored self-renewal and enhanced neurosphere formation ([@b9]). In this study, elevated ROS levels in NSCs stimulated the PI3K-Akt pathway by oxidizing and inhibiting the function of PTEN (phosphatase and tensin homolog) protein, which dephosphorylates phosphatidylinositol-triphosphates and counters the PI3K-Akt pathway. Interestingly, isolated NG2 cells from the white matter are more oxidized, similar to proliferative NSCs ([@b94]). Thus, as in NSCs, higher ROS in white matter NG2 cells could promote their proliferation via PI3K ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) Furthermore, higher H~2~O~2~ levels in white matter NG2 cells could increase transcription of PDGFRα, as reported for vascular smooth muscle cells (Bonello et al., 2005), thereby making them more sensitive to PDGF ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). However, this is not consistent with the negative correlation observed between oxidized state and self-renewal in dissociated NG2 cell culture. In these studies, oxidized NG2 cells were shown to be more quiescent, and neocortical gray matter cells were shown to be more reduced and thus more self-renewing, while NG2 cells from the optic nerve were more oxidized and tended to undergo terminal differentiation (Li et al., 2007; [@b94]). This is contrary to the recent observation that white matter NG2 cells proliferate more in response to PDGF ([@b50]), although white matter NG2 cells also differentiate into oligodendrocytes more readily than gray matter cells. These differences could arise from the cellular microenvironment created by the experimental conditions. The proliferative behavior of NG2 cells can be context dependent. For example, fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2), which causes proliferation of dissociated NG2 cells, does not alter the proliferative behavior of NG2 cells in a more intact environment of slice culture or *in vivo* ([@b38]; [@b50]). Further comparison of the redox state of NG2 cells in different regions and with different physiological preparations is necessary to resolve these differences. Overall these studies suggest that redox state may be an important physiological regulator of NG2 cell proliferation and fate during normal development and in the adult.

A shift in the cellular balance toward a more oxidized state can occur not only under physiological conditions such as increased aerobic respiration ([@b123]) but also in pathological states such as hypoxia and inflammation ([@b73]). Recently, evidence for oxidative changes was detected in scattered oligodendrocytes in the "initial preinflammatory lesion" between the edge of an active MS lesion and the perilesional white matter ([@b46]). NG2 cells undergo increased proliferation in response to a variety of insults such as demyelination and stroke, and increased ROS in NG2 cells could be a part of the mechanism for promoting their proliferation.

### Mechanisms of Age-Dependent Changes in NG2 Cell Proliferation

During development, there is a need to populate the forming CNS with different types of neurons and glial cells. There could be a density-dependent mechanism that causes NG2 cells to stop proliferating as the density of NG2 cells and oligodendrocytes increases ([@b82]). Such a density-dependent signal could consist of a combination of paracrine secreted factors and contact-mediated mechanisms. As the animal matures and the normal density of NG2 cells and oligodendrocytes is reached, a higher tone of the inhibitory signal for NG2 cell proliferation could reduce the proliferative rates. This is consistent with increased proliferation of NG2 cells in dysmyelinating mutants as well as in demyelinated lesions in the adult ([@b18]; [@b10]; [@b56]; [@b128]) or after removal of single NG2 cells or oligodendrocytes ([@b52]; [@b59]). Another proposed mechanism for the gradual decline in NG2 cell proliferation is a cell-intrinsic timer that counts and restricts the number of divisions that an NG2 cell undergoes, possibly through accumulation of cell cycle inhibitors such as p27^kip1^ ([@b30]). This is consistent with the differences in cell cycle times observed for purified cultures of NG2 cells isolated from perinatal and adult optic nerves ([@b126]). Epigenetic mechanisms such as age-dependent decline in histone acetylation ([@b108]) also contribute to the intrinsic mechanism and can be subject to regulation by the regional microenvironment. Such intrinsic age-dependent inhibitory effects on NG2 cell proliferation are reversible and can be overcome by changes in NG2 cell or oligodendrocyte density such as demyelination or ablation of NG2 cells.

Heterogeneity in Oligodendrocyte Differentiation from NG2 Cells
---------------------------------------------------------------

### Regional Differences in Oligodendrocyte Differentiation from NG2 Cells

In tune with differences in rates of NG2 cell proliferation there are also differences in oligodendrocyte differentiation between regions and at different developmental stages. In white matter regions the requirement for oligodendrocyte production is greater given the number of densely packed large caliber axons that require myelination. In agreement with this, the density of NG2 cells is at least two-fold greater in the white matter than in the gray matter ([@b118]). Using a number of different inducible cre transgenic mouse lines, several groups have reported that oligodendrocyte production is faster in white matter regions during the first months of postnatal development ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}; [@b28]; [@b44]; [@b55]; [@b101]; [@b135]). In both gray matter and white matter regions, at least a certain percentage of newly generated oligodendrocytes become stably integrated and form myelin internodes, which are shorter than existing ones ([@b131]). Both cell-intrinsic and non-cell-autonomous mechanisms have been suggested to play a role in the regional differences in the rate of oligodendrocyte differentiation. Transplantation of NG2 cells from adult mouse white matter into adult mouse gray or white matter led to a similar extent of oligodendrocyte differentiation in both host locations, whereas transplantation of gray matter cells resulted in more oligodendrocytes in white matter than in gray matter, and those that differentiated in white matter looked more immature than oligodendrocytes from white matter NG2 cells ([@b121]). These observations suggest that NG2 cells in adult gray matter have become programmed to differentiate more slowly into oligodendrocytes but this intrinsic property can be offset by the permissive environment of the white matter, although the environment in these studies constitutes both physiological differences mixed with injury response. Another example of the plasticity of NG2 cells from one region to adopt the fate of those in another region is revealed in an experiment in which NG2 cells from the optic nerve, which generate oligodendrocytes that myelinate uniformly sized small diameter axons, were shown to be capable of myelinating different sized axons including large diameter axons when grafted into the spinal cord ([@b32]).

### Age-Dependent Differences in Oligodendrocyte Differentiation from NG2 Cells

Oligodendrogliogenesis occurs rapidly from late embryonic stages through the second postnatal week, prior to peak myelination during the third postnatal week. Beyond this age, the rate of generation of new oligodendrocytes declines with age ([@b55]; [@b65]; [@b101]; [@b135]), and the balance between oligodendrocyte differentiation and self-renewal becomes shifted toward self-renewal with age. Both cell autonomous and non-autonomous mechanisms have been suggested. Intrinsically, histone deacetylases are required to initiate the oligodendrocyte differentiation program ([@b77]; [@b130]), and level of acetylated histone H3 and H4 decreases during the first three weeks of postnatal development ([@b108]). With increasing age after the first month this epigenetic memory is lost, and histone acetylation increases, leading to transcriptional de-repression of genes that inhibit oligodendrocyte differentiation such as Hes5 and Id4 ([@b109]). There are also cell non-autonomous changes in other glial cells in the microenvironment that occur with age and affect the ability of NG2 cells to differentiate into oligodendrocytes, as described below.

### Region- and Age-Dependent Response of NG2 Cells to Demyelination

The majority of reports on remyelination of demyelinated lesions have focused on white matter ([@b36]). However, multiple sclerosis (MS) also affects the gray matter ([@b58]). Studies from biopsied material revealed that cortical MS lesions are common in early stages of the disease and are associated with a high frequency of meningeal inflammation and inflammatory T cells in the parenchyma ([@b74]), while other studies using autopsied material have reported a dearth of inflammatory cells in cortical lesions compared with white matter lesions ([@b1]; Peterson et al., 2001). One striking characteristic of cortical MS lesions is that they appear to undergo more extensive remyelination than white matter lesions ([@b1]; Chang et al., 2012). The reasons for this difference are not yet entirely clear, but differences in the extent of reactive astrogliosis and the composition of the extracellular matrix have been suggested. Cell intrinsically, the less proliferative gray matter NG2 cells may be less likely to undergo replicative senescence and retain the ability to be recruited for myelin repair.

Studies in rodents suggest that remyelination occurs but more slowly in older animals due to slower NG2 cell recruitment and slower maturation of oligodendrocytes ([@b111]). This could be caused by slower recruitment of histone deacetylases in older animals ([@b110]). An elegant recent study using parabiosis revealed that exposure of old CNS to circulating macrophages from young animals after acute demyelination enhanced remyelination ([@b106]), due to more efficient clearance of myelin debris by macrophages from young mice. Furthermore, a switch from M1 to M2 macrophage phenotype and activin A production by the latter was associated with enhanced oligodendrocyte differentiation after demyelination mediated by the parabiotically introduced macrophages from young mice ([@b80]). These observations indicate that there may be cell intrinsic changes in NG2 cells and oligodendrocytes that occur with age, but that those changes can be reversed by the microenvironment created by young macrophages. The ability of subpial MS lesions in the gray matter to repair rapidly could be attributed to the extensive microglial reaction typically found in such lesions.

In contrast to these studies suggesting a decline in oligodendrogliogenic potential of NG2 cells with age, comparison of the myelinating potential of fetal and adult human NG2 cells suggests that those from the adult brain are more capable of generating myelin-forming cells when transplanted into the hypomyelinated shiverer brain ([@b125]). Furthermore, in a follow up study the authors suggests that human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) have a greater myelinating potential compared with NG2 cells isolated from fetal brain ([@b124]). Although the cell intrinsic mechanisms underlying these differences in myelinating potential are not clear, these studies suggest that age-dependent cell intrinsic differences cannot always be reversed by the cellular microenvironment. It is not clear why these latter two studies show greater myelin-forming capacity of NG2 cells from more mature animals while the studies by Franklin and colleagues described above show greater remyelinating ability of NG2 cells from young animals. One possible explanation is that the microenvironment of a hypomyelinated brain differs significantly from that of an acute experimentally induced demyelination in adult mice, for example, in the degree of activation of astrocytes and microglia and breakdown of the blood-brain barrier.

Differentiation into Astrocytes: When and Where
-----------------------------------------------

*In vitro* NG2 cells generate astrocytes as well as oligodendrocytes ([@b98]). Additionally when exposed to certain factors *in vitro*, these cells also differentiate into neurons via an intermediate astrocytic neural stem cell-like phenotype ([@b62]). Despite these early observations, unequivocal evidence for lineage multipotentiality of NG2 cells could not be obtained *in vivo* ([@b100]). Among the Cre-loxP-mediated genetic fate mapping studies, only NG2-cre lines have shown that a subpopulation of protoplasmic astrocytes are generated from NG2 cells ([@b134],b). Surprisingly, contrary to the expectations from optic nerve culture studies ([@b62]; [@b98]), NG2 cells gave rise only to protoplasmic astrocytes in gray matter, and none of the fibrous astrocytes in the white matter of the forebrain, optic nerve, cerebellum, and spinal cord were derived from NG2 cells. Within the gray matter of the forebrain, NG2 cell-derived astrocytes were found predominantly in the posterior ventral gray matter, mostly in the entorhinal cortex, hypothalamus, and thalamus where NG2 cell-derived astrocytes comprised more than one-third of the total astrocytes and more than 40% of the reporter+ progeny of NG2 cells ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). When Cre was induced postnatally, no reporter+ astrocytes were detected ([@b55]; [@b101]; [@b135]), suggesting that astrocytes are generated from NG2 cells that exist prenatally. Indeed, when Cre was induced at E16.5 and the brains examined postnatally ([@b135]), reporter+ protoplasmic astrocytes were found similarly distributed in the ventral forebrain. Although single induced NG2 cells appeared to give rise to either astrocytes or oligodendrocytes but not both, NG2 cell-derived astrocytes and oligodendrocytes were seen intermingled within the same region of the ventral forebrain. Thus, there does not seem to be a niche for astrocyte differentiation from NG2 cells, but rather, astrogliogenic NG2 cells coexist with oligodendrogliogenic NG2 cells within the same ventral forebrain gray matter ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

What causes a subpopulation of prenatal NG2 cells in the ventral forebrain to follow an astrocyte fate? The astrogliogenic NG2 cells initially express the oligodendrocyte transcription factor Olig2, but they spontaneously downregulate Olig2 expression as they transition into astrocytes perinatally ([@b137]). Since a given NG2 cell in the ventral forebrain could downregulate Olig2 and follow an astrocyte fate while an adjacent NG2 cell less than 50 µm away could retain Olig2 and remain an NG2 cell or differentiate into an oligodendrocyte, the switch to an astroglial fate is unlikely to be caused by a gradient of extracellular signal. Rather, the astrogliogenic fate of NG2 cells may be instructed by the location of the germinal zone from which the particular NG2 cell arises or the time of its birth. Deletion of Olig2 in NG2 cells using conditional Olig2 knockout mice resulted in an almost complete fate switch of neocortical NG2 cells to protoplasmic astrocytes at the expense of oligodendrocytes, and this was accompanied by severe hypomyelination ([@b137]). In these mice, a minority of NG2 cells in the corpus callosum also became astrocytes. The astrocytes derived from Olig2-deleted NG2 cells were dye-coupled and displayed a linear current-voltage relationship indistinguishable from endogenous astrocytes ([@b137]). Interestingly, the distribution of NG2 cells that were converted into astrocytes upon Olig2 deletion coincided with the distribution of NG2 cells that are derived from the dorsal Emx1-domain of the germinal zone ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}; [@b57]; [@b119]). NG2 cells that were distributed in the ventral forebrain where Gsh2+ LGE-derived cells are known to reside did not switch their fate ([@b139]). Deletion of Olig2 did not result in aberrant neuronal differentiation from NG2 cells, suggesting that in NG2 cells neuronal genes are repressed more tightly and permanently than astrocyte genes.

The ability of NG2 cells to generate astrocytes is not only region-specific but also age-dependent. With normal Olig2 gene dosage only prenatal NG2 cells generate astrocytes. When Olig2 is deleted, the ability of neocortical NG2 cells to switch their fate to astrocytes declines with postnatal age ([@b137]; Zuo et al., unpublished observations). NG2 cells in the adult CNS do not generate astrocytes, even in response to a stab wound under normal or Olig2-deleted conditions ([@b28]; [@b61]). Although the mechanism underlying the age-dependent loss of lineage plasticity of NG2 cells is unknown, increased heterochromatin structure may cause more permanent repression of astrocyte-inducing genes as their chromosomal loci become targeted to the nuclear periphery, analogous to what has been described for age-dependent lineage restriction in Drosophila neuroblasts ([@b60]).

Neuronal Activity and NG2 Cell Behavior
---------------------------------------

Unlike any other glial cell population, NG2 cells receive distinct neuronal synaptic input in both gray and white matter and express glutamate and GABA receptors and voltage gated sodium channels ([@b13], [@b12]; [@b15]; [@b63],[@b64]; [@b138]), although functional consequences for these synapses are not known. It is appealing to propose that these synaptic inputs allow precise monitoring and control over oligodendrocyte production on the individual axon scale. However, direct evidence for this is lacking, and it is not known whether synaptic input to NG2 cells dynamically changes with age or in pathological states. Independently of synaptic inputs, neuronal activity can influence NG2 cell differentiation and oligodendrocyte myelination under culture conditions ([@b53]; [@b116],[@b115]). These studies suggest that NG2 cell differentiation and myelin formation likely play an important role during the development and refinement of neural networks and possibly in the adult nervous system ([@b35]; [@b133]).

Several studies have attempted to examine the effect of neuronal activity on NG2 cell behavior. One of the first such studies analyzed NG2 cell proliferation after injections of the voltage dependent sodium channel blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX) to the optic nerve ([@b8]). This study found that decreased neuronal activity resulted in decreased NG2 cell proliferation ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), which could be rescued by injecting COS-7 cells that artificially released PDGF. These data suggested that the decrease in neuronal activity was limiting the amount of PDGF available to NG2 cells in the optic nerve and thus limiting their proliferation ([@b8]). The source of the PDGF was suspected to be astrocytes. In this model, activity-dependent changes in NG2 cell proliferation were independent of neuron-NG2 cell synapses and were instead a result of a change in activity-dependent release of PDGF from astrocytes. Another study demonstrated that intraocular injections of TTX decreased the number of myelinated axon segments but not the total number of MBP+ oligodendrocytes suggesting activity-dependent regulation of myelination ([@b27]).

![Possible outcomes and routes for how changes in neuronal activity influence NG2 cells. A. Changes in neuronal activity (Δ neuronal activity) have been shown to alter NG2 cell proliferation (left), oligodendrocyte differentiation (middle), or survival of NG2 cells or newly differentiated oligodendrocytes (right). B. Two possible routes of neuron-to-NG2 cell communication. Left: Direct synaptic input to NG2 cells allows specificity of the NG2 cell response to the activity of the specific axon from which it receives synaptic input and can be frequency coded. Right: Nonsynaptically released neurotransmitters from axons or astrocytes can exert a more generalized effect on multiple NG2 cells in the micro-region.](glia0062-1195-f3){#fig03}

Myelinating co-cultures of dissociated dorsal root ganglion (DRG) axons and NG2 cells were used to further investigate the mechanisms of activity-dependent changes in NG2 cell behavior. These studies revealed that activity-dependent release of adenosine from DRG axons inhibited NG2 cell proliferation and increased oligodendrocyte production ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). These effects were not dependent on AMPA receptor activation ([@b115]) and suggested a novel adenosine receptor-dependent mechanism for activity-dependent regulation of NG2 cell proliferation and oligodendrocyte differentiation that is distinct from previously hypothesized mechanisms involving PDGF or synaptically released glutamate ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}B, right). Subsequent studies from another group found that electrically induced axonal activity in optic nerve explants caused glutamate-dependent release of ATP from astrocytes that in turn increased intracellular calcium concentrations in NG2 cells ([@b47],[@b48]). Glutamate itself directly increased intracellular calcium in NG2 cells after bath application and the calcium response in NG2 cells was augmented when AMPA receptor desensitization and glutamate uptake were blocked ([@b42]; [@b48]). In these studies however it is not clear whether calcium increase is caused by entry through calcium permeable AMPA receptor on NG2 cells or through other secondary pathways. Furthermore, AMPA receptors and microregional calcium transients may play important roles at NG2 cell processes ([@b45]).

Studies to determine the role of glutamate in mediating NG2 cell proliferation and/or differentiation have produced varying results. NG2 cells express both glutamatergic NMDA receptors and calcium permeable AMPA receptors. Glutamate application to dissociated NG2 cells and cerebellar slice cultures decreased NG2 cell proliferation and oligodendrocyte differentiation ([@b40]; [@b132]). By contrast, another study reported that the generation of oligodendrocytes from cultured SVZ-derived NSCs was increased by glutamate acting on NMDA receptors ([@b21]). Furthermore glutamate application increased the levels of ROS in differentiating progenitor cells, presumably NG2 cells, providing an intriguing connection between region-dependent redox state discussed above and glutamate dependent control of oligodendrogliogenesis ([@b21]). Pharmacological manipulation of NMDA receptor activation *in vitro* and *in vivo* altered oligodendrocyte differentiation and remyelination after cuprizone induced demyelination ([@b70]), whereas NG2 cell-specific knockout of NMDA receptor NR1 subunit did not alter NG2 cell morphology, membrane properties, proliferation, or oligodendrocyte differentiation with the exception of altering the expression of calcium permeable AMPA receptors ([@b14]). Regardless of the mechanism, changes in intracellular calcium is likely to play a vital role in regulating NG2 cell proliferation and/or differentiation ([@b7]; [@b17]; [@b91]).

A few recent studies have attempted to obtain evidence for direct activity-dependent regulation of NG2 cell proliferation and/or differentiation under more physiological conditions. Electrical stimulation of corticospinal tracts in adult mice resulted in increased NG2 cell proliferation and oligodendrocyte differentiation ([@b71]), while long-term wheel running reduced proliferation of NG2 cells and concomitantly increased oligodendrocyte differentiation in the motor cortex of adult mice ([@b112]). Whisker removal in newborn mice was reported to increase proliferation and alter the distribution of NG2 cells in one study ([@b76]) but shown to have no effect on NG2 cell distribution in another ([@b49]) specifically in the somatosensory barrel cortex. The variable results from these latter studies may have been due to different methods for altering neuronal activity and characterizing the outcome. In addition it is not known whether there is age- or region-dependent heterogeneity in their responses to neuronal activity. Further investigation is necessary to explore more directly how direct neuronal activity influences NG2 cell proliferation, differentiation and survival *in vivo*.

From these observations, one could conceive of the following two routes for transduction of neuronal activity to NG2 cells ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}B). Direct synaptic input to NG2 cells allows a single cell to sense the firing pattern of an individual axon and thus decide to proliferate, differentiate into an oligodendrocyte, or die in response to changes in synaptic signaling. This type of signal would result in single axon specificity in addition to frequency dependent control. In contrast, non-synaptic release of neurotransmitters or growth factors could result in signal transduction to a larger population of cells spread over a particular region. This type of signaling may provide a more generalized and widespread signal to alter proliferation, differentiation, or survival but one might guess that frequency dependence could be lost with such diffuse signaling. It is possible that both types of signals work in parallel (in addition to unknown mechanisms), and each may contribute uniquely to modulating activity-dependent NG2 cell behavior. A developmental switch from synaptic to extrasynaptic GABAergic input onto NG2 cells (Balia et al., in press) is an example of such a switch from an axon-specific regulation to a more generalized effect. Regardless of the mechanism of communication, recent evidence suggests that NG2 cells can tune in and listen to the neural network and modulate their proliferation or differentiation. They have not yet been shown to communicate back to neurons via neurotransmitter signaling, but evidence suggests that they could modulate neural activity by dynamically altering myelination (see below).

Neuronal Activity, Myelin Formation, and Plasticity
---------------------------------------------------

Activity-dependent differentiation of oligodendrocytes from NG2 cells does not necessarily lead to activity-dependent myelin formation. It is likely that compact myelin formation requires signaling mechanisms between axons and mature oligodendrocytes that are distinct from signals instructing oligodendrocyte differentiation from NG2 cells. Experiments using co-cultures of oligodendrocytes and DRG neurons demonstrated that vesicular release of glutamate from neurons increased the local translation of MBP and the formation of myelin at specific contact sites between neurons and oligodendrocytes ([@b122]). The nature of the contact (sites) between neurons and mature oligodendrocytes in these cultures are somewhat of a mystery, for synaptic input is rapidly lost as NG2 cells differentiate into myelinating oligodendrocytes ([@b15]; [@b64]). Nonetheless these studies suggest that local myelin production may be regulated by neuronal activity.

There is limited *in vivo* evidence for neuronal activity dependent regulation of myelin formation and plasticity. Two recent studies investigated the effects of social isolation on developmental myelination and changes in myelin structure in the adult prefrontal cortex. Animals housed alone exhibited thinner myelin sheaths in addition to altered internode lengths ([@b72]; [@b75]). Mechanisms for these changes are not entirely clear, as one study suggested chromatin changes ([@b72]), while data from the other implicated altered Neuregulin1-ErbB3 signaling ([@b75]). The following are some possible signaling mechanisms that act on oligodendrocytes to direct their myelinating behavior ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}A): (1) individual oligodendrocyte processes could receive a signal that directs them to myelinate only active axons; (2) once a premyelinating oligodendrocyte receives a signal to myelinate, the actual process of myelination takes place on all axons of a particular diameter or other biophysical properties in that microregion regardless of their activity; or (3) myelin formation is not dependent on activity or axonal properties but is regulated by other cell intrinsic or extracellular mechanisms. In a recent live imaging study in the zebrafish, it was shown that once an oligodendrocyte starts to myelinate, it myelinates all the internodes within a finite period of time, suggesting that the signal and response are likely to be an all or none type of mechanism rather than a graded one (Czopka et al., 2013).

![Possible mechanisms of activity-dependent myelination and myelin plasticity. A. Different ways in which oligodendrocytes can be signaled to myelinate. 1. The oligodendrocyte could receive activity-dependent signals and myelinate only active axons. 2. The myelination signal could consist of physical properties of the axon such as axon caliber. 3. The signal to myelinate could be an intrinsic or extracellular mechanism that is independent of axonal activity or caliber. B. Possible ways in which activity-dependent myelin plasticity could be achieved. Left: Neuronal activity could affect the release of neurotransmitters or other active substances from the nodes of Ranvier, signal to astrocyte, or NG2 cell processes at the node, or slightly shift the position of the node and change the internode length. Right: Neuronal activity could also result in changes in the thickness of myelin. Both of these mechanisms could potentially bring about dynamic changes in conduction.](glia0062-1195-f4){#fig04}

Once myelin internodes are formed, it is possible that neuronal activity could induce fine changes in myelin structure that could in turn influence conduction velocity and neural network function ([@b33]). Activity-dependent changes in myelin thickness have been demonstrated and it is possible that small changes in internode length or alterations to nodes of Ranvier may occur as a result of neuronal activity ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, bottom) ([@b129]), somewhat reminiscent of activity-dependent changes in the axon initial segment ([@b43]). A recent modeling study suggests that seemingly small changes in conduction velocity could result in dramatic alterations in synchrony and connectivity in neural networks (Pajevic et al., in press).

There is accumulating evidence from new imaging studies that learning-dependent changes occur in the brain\'s white matter structure in adult humans ([@b34]; [@b133]). The majority of this data is based on diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) which is a magnetic resonance imaging technique that reveals preferential water diffusion in tissues. These studies have revealed changes in white matter structure when adults acquire the ability to read, practice musical instruments, or learn a complex motor task like juggling ([@b11]; [@b20]; [@b107]). Rodent studies described above showing the generation of new myelinating oligodendrocytes in the adult brain suggest that myelination of previously unmyelinated axons and/or oligodendrocyte replacement by NG2 cells may occur during the process of learning new skills. Determining the mechanisms and the extent of activity-dependent control of NG2 cell proliferation and differentiation *in vivo* in specific brain regions will reveal how NG2 cells and oligodendrocytes influence neuronal communication and plasticity during development and in the adult. Refinement of imaging and other techniques to simultaneously manipulate and monitor changes in neural activity and glial cellular changes would facilitate the elucidation of the functional role for NG2 cells in the neural network.
